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A Meeting With Myself

By Andres Rojas Rojas (Red Red)

See page 5 for more on

Remembrance
Why is it that when a vulture
spreads its wings it signifies
the coming of dawn?
Xbalenque needed time to
carve his brother’s head out
of a turtle shell. Every time
the dawn was coming for four
days the zopilote extended its
wings to maintain darkness in
order for Xbalenque to
accomplish his task and fool
the Lords of Death.
Hint for the November Riddle
The answer to the riddle
spread throughout Europe
post WW II utilizing the rubble.

A few moons ago, in a enough distance to hear no human
voice or creation, before time to see Father Sun entering
the core of the earth, to give light to the darkness of the
underworld, a small sharp-beaked woodpecker was hovering over
me, as if to sing me an ancient song, while I was meditating bellow
the welcoming roots of the guarumo tree, trying to find myself. At
that moment, that magic bird perched on a branch next to me…,
everything was quiet, only the wind, which comes from the
whistling of the gods, was speaking; all living were hibernating
words; only then, the bird´s words broke the silence, and he said in
a very melodic voice: “Pay attention young warrior, today you will
hear a little bit of the Great Story… I´ll be starting where all stories
must be started from, the beginning:
At first, before time, it all was covered with the shadow, all stars and
suns were black and dead, no light shined in the universe, rocks
were floating around with nowhere to go, there were only a group
of gods and goddesses that were as quiet as this moment, they rarely
spoke a word, but it all was because they were so wise, that they
knew the power behind the sound.
The gods knew that they could create beauty, but they were
waiting wisely for the right time to speak.
This, is how “it” was, until, the time to say what it must be
said came. The deities spoke in a choir all at once, it sounded as if
there were only one God, with a hundred voices speaking wise
words to a young apprentice.
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“. . . they all yelled, wept,
sang, and wrote to grieve
the darkness, and praise
the divine,”

Siwagiver (Red Red) is an original seed
planted in the original Studio I down in
Esparza Costa Rica, the umbilicus of
Originateve, way back under the moons of
2011 when we first opened our threshold
to be never closed again! Siwa has grown
from a monolingual, standard apathetic
teen with the usual extreme fixation
towards video games, into a leading
warrior for eloquence in multiple
languages. This article has not been
edited precisely to be demonstrative of the
progress made through our OE Initiation
Curricula.

Then the whole universe
heard, Time hurried, and started
running over Space, and the first
star shined, followed by thousands
of hundreds of stars that blossomed
and died all in different times. That
still happens today. The dead rocks
that floated in nothing became the
circling dance of an energy path of
the two Great Homes or worlds; the
world of the living, in which the
tree of life broke through the seed,
and the world of the dead, in which
the lords of death liked to rule.
At the moment when the
Tree of Life sprouted, from the
seventh coloured flower, a
deliciously hypnotic smell invaded
the place, making all bees and
hummingbirds come to stalk for
pollen. Then when every carrier
dismounted their white dress in
another flower, it all became small
samara seeds waiting to be touched
by the gods, to fall apart and fly
with the wind to spread millions of
children all over the world. And
this is how trees and plants were
created.
Then animals appeared by
the great power of the gods, all
living in a great land where
everything was growing green, and
by the wish of the lords of death,

predators, hunger and death was
born. After enough moons to be
starving to death, the deities saw
that coyote, wolf, lion, bear, eagle,
crocodile, and all their brothers and
sisters were so thin that they were
able to see the shape of their bones.
Flies started planning over the
almost dead bodies. And because
of this, predators decided to hunt
together.
One day, they surprised a
lot of animals close to a cliff. So
they went on doing that until they
killed most of the animals and had
no hunger. So the Gods looked at
this mess, and they didn’t see
balance, but they all knew what to
do, and just by their intention, the
land cracked, and broke apart in
five lands, huge oceans emerged,
and they placed all animals so
perfect that there would be a
balance with darkness.
Now the God saw that they
created the beauty that they were
waiting for, but they knew that they
couldn´t be adventurous in their
creation, they knew everything,
they were the adventure, and
because of this, ignorance and
mortals were created; from that
moment on they all yelled, wept,
sang, and wrote to grieve the
darkness, and praise the divine,
because darkness and the divine
are the exiting mystery of our lives,
and the Sacred Maps that every
confused mortal in their path of
becoming one of them looks
into….”
Night was about to fall
upon me, when the bird stopped
telling the story, the words’
hibernation was over, and I was
surrounded by the sound once
more. I could hear the whispering
sound of the river, and the last of
the day’s birds singing their songs,
the cows ready to go to sleep down
near the mango tree, the frogs
looking for someone to talk to, but
it was late, so I thanked the bird…
he looked at me… and left.
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Journeyman

By:
Jaime Diego Bradford Terrell
de Slinkard

If the December Newsletter is late or didn’t happen, then I
enthusiastically take full credit for its tardiness. Sometime
back in October I agreed to interview Mr. Carl Emmons and
although that did happen on the 10 of December (Denver
time) it has taken me another 2 weeks to get it written up, and
that means Christmas eve is tomorrow night. ¡ Impossible!
th

Carl declined the interview format, saying that the two of us
really needed to get acquainted and that bowing to so much
structure would no doubt get in the way (since we had never
even spoken with each other before). In the course of our
conversation we covered a lot of ground, literally from the
scarcity of earthworms in China and the variety of topics
covered in our board meetings to the need and likelihood of
increasing our membership and participation on three
continents!

We desperately
need six people to
commit to a yearlong course of
mentor training and
English language
facilitation in China
right now.

We acknowledged that Originateve is in an unusual position
regarding recruitment: We desperately need six people to
commit to a year-long course of mentor training and English
language facilitation in China right now, or take on the
leadership of the studio in Costa Rica, while we really don’t
have very much at all that a volunteer could literally sign up
for or “do” for us when it comes to projects in the United
States. These are clearly the odd sort of growing pangs of a
potent idea whose time has come…¡muy rapido!.
(continued)
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Nam nec dui vel sapien semper
sollicitudin. Curabitur dui justo,
venenatis a, pharetra vitae,
ultrices in, velit.

The success and appeal of
the holistic kindergarten
model that is evolving so
quickly in China is winning
adherents because of the
noticeable results it provides
for the children. They are
literally becoming better
learners – and I am
confident this is a hugely
significant marker for
developmental success even
though I do not know what
specific criteria are. Moving
from the primitive conditions
at the Studio which originally
confronted open opposition
from the community and
sketchy attendance by the
participants to the
substantial foothold that it
cultivated and grew over the
course of 2+ years, to
receiving the authority to
manage the full day
curriculum of a kindergarten
student body which enjoys
enthusiastic parental support
are mega-giant steps!
It was actually this
recognition and the
discussion which followed
that was the most exciting
and helped me clarify and
define my role better as a
volunteer and board member
of Originateve. We are
clearly living in a time in
which change driven by
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technology is dragging
societies from cultures as
young as the U.S. and as old
as China into uncharted
territory. We are rapidly
losing our common
understanding of the
relationship between value,
quality, and productivity as
the phone and Internet
define new standards for
immediacy and demand new
standards for accuracy.
While continuing to develop
our crucially creative
mentorship programs we
may also need to develop
more introductory
experiences and materials to
support the engagement of
those who are not yet so
familiar with trailblazing the
territory of holistic education
but are sincerely seeking
more meaningful community
and spiritual participation.
If they ever trust me with any
assignments for the
newsletter again I will do my
best to elaborate on ways to
provide access to the “new”
world for our friends and
family members who are
malnourished on the diet of
Imperial consumerism and
freezing within the shabby
shelter of public education.
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More News:

and their subsidiaries. This year

From Beauty to Love

Originateve will initiate a

Collective Carbon

partnership to assist the effort of

Congratulations to both Kelsey

Reduction

redistributing the waste that is

Deaton and Mariel Yglesias who

removed to a proper channel of

completed the first 260 practical

In 2014, Originateve projects

recycling or repurposing so as to

hours of leadership following their

repurposed (diverted) 5 tons of

reduce the amount headed to the

Certification of Mentorship in

waste slated for landfills. This is the

landfills.

Holistic Education and Cultural

equivalent of removing vehicles
form the road for an entire year.
Our goal is to increase or exceed
this amount exponentially every
year.

Nominations for 2015

Recovery. This rung is known as the
The Spring Riversweep will be held
on April 25th at Fishback park and
City of Cuernavaca Park. We will
need volunteers at both locations
to triage the waste.

also in a simultaneous rung of the
Learning Cycle- Ok or Dog- the
protector and guide of the night
sun through the underworld. Ok is

Summer Programs

a time to focus on loyalty and

We are currently slated to work

familial story. It will be interesting to

with a couple of different summer

watch these two ladies move

Originateve Witenagemot

programs but we are continuing to

through the same archetype in

(Leadership Board) terms are up at

try to fill the summer schedule.

their own unique ways.

the end of March. The floor is open

Augustana Early Learning Center

for new nominees. Contact Ron,

has contracted with us for a

Jill, James or Carl for information

Children’s theater program and

regarding position responsibilities,

Escuala Tlatelolco has asked us to

or to nominate yourself or another.

design a nature explorers program

Position include:

for one week in July. If anyone has

Witenagemot “The
Witen”

a lead on additional programming

Chief Council
Scribe
Director of Imagination and Memory
Director of Language, Literacy,
Lore
Director of EloquenceDirector of International Relations
Director of Regenerative ProjectsDirector of Plights

Up-cycling Waste from
Water
For forty years, the Greenway
Foundation in Denver has worked
to clean up waste that has entered
the Platte and Cherry Creek Rivers
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Red Warrior of Beauty. They are

opportunities pass it along to
James

friendship and exalts the local or

New Interns:
Beginning in January, Ilsa Gloriana
Alvarado has initiated her Imix rung
of the Certified Mentor of Holistic
Education and Cultural Recovery
in Jinan China. She is the first
person brave enough to enter this
program with clarity of the work

Mentor Advancement:

and maintain a job, husband, and
two lads.

Witenagemot
Definition:
“Anglo-Saxon parliament,”
Old English witena gemot
from witena, genitive
plural of wita “man of
knowledge” related to wit
(n) + gemot “assembly,
council”
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